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The Dream Publication by Betty Bethards may be the most well-known book on wish analysis in
the world. With an increase of than 2000 dream symbols (an addition of 350 symbols), along
with explanations of:Recurring dreamsprophetic dreamsviolent dreamsdreams about sex, cash,
death, and more.It shows methods to remember dreams and solve complications in waking
hours. It provides exceeded sales of over a fifty percent million copies both nationally and
internationally. There is a fresh edition.
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My GO-TO Book Having spent more money than i care to recall on therapy and self-help books
that didn't help, i cannot let you know how exquisitely and how painlessly significant this book
has become for me personally! It wasn't the one pictured, it was an older version.in  I've gifted
many troubled friends with copies of this book, not because i grew sick and tired of the middle
of the night calls begging for answers to their latest frightful dreams, but because i understood
they would advantage from learning their own unique and personal desire symbols.  I actually
was disappointed when We received the book I actually was disappointed when We received
the reserve.) for the better! Best dream publication ever!reference  I've consulted it hundreds of
times through the years and have shared with friends.shape,   There are many fresh symbols in
this brand-new edition, which is fantastic! What I like about this book is that symbols are
interpreted in a far more spiritual context. Terrific book for severe dreamers This is actually the
book to use as a guide for interpreting your dreams - I have found it absolutely invaluable. In a
nutshell, extremely helpful sentences, she helps us explore the meanings behind the symbols
and metaphors. I had a much older duplicate worn and in terrible shape, but just what a book I 
Five Stars Super helpful in assisting with my dream journal entries! Her reserve is  I would not
buy among these books, I would buy 5 and give others to anyone in your life that needs insight
to another dimension of their soul.most but Wish  I have actually had the first edition of this
book since 1984 or so and I loved it right from the start.I know  Great transaction.. It really is
specifically adept at giving kids an exceptionally efficient tool for dealing with their nightmares!
I have it on my bedside each and every night , nor travel without it, although, I've memorized a
lot of it's contents by reading therefore many times.had a very much older  I would love to meat
her one day to say many thanks for an understanding of a part of my existence that has been so
important. It's the best way to obtain wisdom and guidance i have ever known. This reserve may
be the real deal. I QUICKLY saw that there was a new edition and I promptly ordered
it.accurate what a book.genuine and it .sells Betty's is as . beyond her passing  Immensely
helpful! It is  It really is based on the theory that dreams are a spiritual knowledge and that we're
given messages about our life through our dreams.received and I recommend it extremely. It’s
easy to read and an extremely helpful device in interpreting dreams. But it was recommended to
me Very simple terms for fantasy elements.Most of us dream and most of us need to dream
(avoid drugs that interfere with dreaming - will serve to drive you a lot more insane than we
already are) and also if we don't keep in mind them, they are vital to healthy living. In case you
are thinking about gaining consciousness, then telling yourself to keep in mind them, keeping a
laptop and pen next to your bed, composing them down with the lamps still off, after that using
this book to help with your interpretation will make a huge difference in your daily life.. I take
advantage of Betty's book constantly and have learned very much from it.. Many years later, still
heading back to this book This was my 'go to' reference book a long time ago when I used to
have amazingly vivid dreams.and before the internet was easily accessible. Now that I'm
beginning to dream once again, and after endless looking for interpretations on the internet, I
discover myself regressing back to this small book. I find it's a great guide that quickly (and
accurately) translates wish symbols, and the info in the beginning of the reserve about
dreaming, was all that I needed to help me back on your path to interpret my dreams. The only
book on my bedstead and one of the tops books I've EVER read I've ordered and read a huge
selection of books on spirituality, energy, healing, dreams, self consciousness, and earth
energies, just to name a couple of topics. I have only three books which have changed the way of
life for me and this is definitely one of these.I  I have trained with as a gift so many times I last
ordered ten of them, because I am often giving mine away to an interested friend.I have several



dream books, this is by far the most concise, and easy to check out and also always getting the
symbols I am seeking for. The symbols in this new edition certainly are a welcome addition
aswell. This book may be the real deal!duplicate worn and  I've learned so very much from my
dreams and also helped numerous others with their dreams, which are usually highly symbolic
due to their reoccurrence.the  Everybody knows when we examine a truth or a non- truth, it
simply seems different, and I know Betty wrote a precise and so helpful book. I have had the
initial version of this reserve for years and also have studied dream interpretation as
well.terrible  It has definitely helped me figure out why factors are occurring in my own waking
life.!. I recall likely to a book store and going though various books on fantasy interpretation and
the dream symbols all said different things and didn't resonate with my entire life at all. In
addition, it rings "accurate" in my soul. A dream reserve with the soul at heart I really like this
dream book.extremely well  I've always had trouble getting disciplined in recording and
interpreting my dreams until I go through this publication. I am always eager to record and
interpret my dreams each morning. Want I'd had this book years ago!over.! In case you are
interested in what your dreams imply, you won’t be disappointed with this phenomenal
book.knew the author. But it was recommended if you ask me, so I will give it a try. I likened
them to fortune cookies or the horoscopes you enter the newspaper.of. Just as specified. Great
transaction. Ask anyone who knows me- they will let you know how profoundly this publication
has changed my entire life (and my friends lives! I first go through it in the first 80's and to today
refuse to spend an individual night without it somewhere within arm's length. But I kept it any
way. For the first year or two after my wife died, I was immersed in dreams, often waking up
several times at night time, composing feverishly in my own dream notebook and the next
morning I would use this book to greatly help me get into my own interpretation of what the
desire was trying to tell me. Less of explaining than I experienced hoped.! Five Stars This is
actually the best esoteric wish book available.
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